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Analysis, Development and Evaluation of Electro-Hydrostatic
Technology for Lower Limb Prostheses Applications*
Federico Tessari1,2, Renato Galluzzi1 , Andrea Tonoli1 , Nicola Amati1 , Matteo Laffranchi2
and Lorenzo De Michieli2
Abstract— This paper presents electro-hydrostatic actuation
as a valid substitute of electro-mechanical devices for powered
knee prostheses. The work covers the design of a test rig
exploiting linear electro-hydrostatic actuation. Typical control
laws for prosthesis actuators are discussed, implemented and
validated experimentally. Particularly, this work focuses on
position and admittance control syntheses enhanced with feedforward friction compensation. Finally, the efficiency of the
test rig is characterized experimentally and compared to that
of classical electro-mechanical designs. It is demonstrated that
the electro-hydrostatic prototype is able to fulfill its targets
from a control perspective, while also having the potential to
outperform electro-mechanical actuation in efficiency.
Index Terms— electro-hydrostatic actuator, prosthesis, knee,
control, admittance, active

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robotic actuation systems have shown substantial improvements recently in terms of performance and compactness. Biorobotics, in particular, has followed this trend for
the development of fully-active prosthetic systems. In this
context, most of the solutions available in literature and
commerce are of electro-mechanical type: they exploit a
purely mechanical conversion mechanism, thus leading to
complex, bulky and cost-ineffective transmission systems [1],
[2].
Electro-Hydrostatic Actuation (EHA) stands as an alternative to electro-mechanical systems. It combines a linear
or rotary hydraulic actuator coupled to a fixed-displacement
pump by means of a two-line closed circuit. The addition
of an electric machine to the input shaft of the pump yields
a device with high degree of controllability. Moreover, the
resulting system is intrinsically reversible, as it can work
both in active and damping quadrants.
EHA systems have been proposed as actuators and/or
dampers in aerospace [3], [4], automotive [5], [6] and industrial scenarios [7]. In biorobotics, EHA was initially proposed
as a viable technology for robotic hands in miniature scale
[8]–[10]. Kaminaga et al. also proposed an EHA system as
a lower-limb power assistive device [11].
EHA architectures have also been proposed for ankle and
knee prostheses and orthoses. Tian Yu et al. demonstrated
that EHA provides sufficient power for an ankle prosthesis
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during foot push-off and lift [12]. Kaminaga et al. have dealt
with knee [13] and ankle-knee joint systems and their control
[14]. Fang et al. designed a EHA-based ankle prosthesis
showing its high power density and its capability to smoothly
interchange passive and active operations [15]. Recently,
Lee et al. modeled and implemented a polycentric knee
exoskeleton using electro-hydrostatic actuation highlighting
its better efficiency and its higher power-to-weight ratio
compared to electro-mechanical actuation [16].
Although several works addressed the control of prosthetic
and orthotic devices [17]–[19], EHA devices have been partially addressed from a control perspective. The prototypes
that appear in literature arise as a proof of concept, without
giving details about the control laws that govern them.
Hence, it is the aim of this paper to present a simple and
reliable configuration of EHA system for a knee prosthesis
device, that serves as a test rig for the implementation of
different control strategies typical for prosthetic devices in
the four quadrants of the force-speed plane. To this end, we
first present the test rig architecture and main parameters.
Then, we discuss position control, admittance control and
feed-forward friction compensation. These techniques are
demonstrated experimentally using the EHA test rig. Finally,
the efficiency performance of the studied test rig is compared
to an electro-mechanical alternative to highlight the potentiality of EHA.
II. T EST RIG

DESIGN

To conduct this research, a test rig was designed by
targeting the functionality of a powered knee prosthetic
device. This system is presented in Fig. 1.
A top-down approach was followed to size this system,
starting from the kinematic constraints of the application and
ending on the electric machine selection.
From a biomechanical perspective, the device is characterized by angular range of motion, angular speed and torque
at the level of the knee joint. We based our selection on
the work by Bovi et al. [20], which yields useful gait cycle
profiles for the knee in terms of angular trajectory, torque
and power. Fig. 2 shows these trajectories in level walking
condition, where the knee angular speed was computed by
means of numerical derivation.
Their data is useful to demonstrate that the knee works
mainly as a damper during level walking. This feature opens
up the possibility of implementing power-oriented control
laws to increase the autonomy of a powered joint.

Fig. 1. EHA prototype: (a) electric motor, (b) external gear pump, (c)
hydraulic cylinder, (d) knee joint, (e) thigh-connector, (f) shin/pylon.

Fig. 3. Knee joint linear kinematics actuation equipped with EHA (top).
EHA layout scheme (bottom).

The lever arm h relates knee quantities Tk , ωk to linear
actuation ones F, v and represents the transmission ratio
between the rotary and linear system, as presented in (1).

h=

Fig. 2.
Level walking knee biomechanical requirements. Solid lines
represent average trends, whereas dashed ones denote variability within a
standard deviation.

For the present application, the actuator sizing was based
on level walking requirements to favor compactness. Power
values were quantified in the ranges −59.25 ÷ 20.25 W for a
patient of 75 kg, where the positive sign implies mechanical
active power delivered by the prototype. From an actuation
perspective, this range is obtained by applying torque and
angular speed at the knee joint within −10.50 ÷ 31.50 Nm
and −51.53 ÷ 62.31 rpm, respectively. To guarantee useful
operation in a wide variety of activities, a range of motion
of 110◦ was chosen [21].
A linear EHA solution was preferred over rotary variants,
as it distributes the actuator mass along the leg main axis,
unlike rotary actuators. Moreover, a linear actuation over the
knee joint generates an angle-dependent transmission ratio.
This non-linearity can be exploited to accommodate walking
conditions. In fact, during the gait cycle, two opposite
conditions are present, i.e. stance (high torque request) and
swing (high speed request).
A sketch of the linear kinematics actuation can be found
in Fig. 3, where θk represents the knee angle of rotation, h
the perpendicular lever arm and c the piston stroke.

v
Tk
=
F
ωk

(1)

The geometrical quantities describing the kinematics were
set to: a = 30 mm, b = 340 mm and da = db = 20 mm. These
values were selected to guarantee the required ROM without
exceeding anthropometric dimensions of lower limbs [22],
[23].
The selected kinematic layout led to an EHA with a useful
stroke x = 60 mm, maximum required force Fmax = 1.2 kN
and speed vmax = 0.2 m/s.
To guarantee Fmax while accounting for mechanical losses,
a safety factor S = 2 was applied to this value. The hydraulic
piston was designed and custom-built as a double-rod end
device to guarantee symmetry in both directions. The cross
section was selected to limit the actuator pressure drop to
∆pmax = 60 bar:
Ap =

SFmax ∼
= 3.78 cm2
∆pmax

(2)

The hydraulic cylinder ports are directly connected to
those of hydraulic pump. Assuming ideal efficiency, the
pump displacement was selected to bound its angular speed
at ωmax = 6 krpm. This allows a safe, cavitation-free operation, while also preserving the mechanical components of
the electric machine.
A p vmax ∼
(3)
Dm =
= 0.75 cm3/rev
ωmax
Thus, a Bucher APR05/0.75 external-gear reversible pump
was selected for the task. The hydraulic cylinder and pump
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Fig. 5. Experimental test rig: (a) EHA prototype, (b) knee joint absolute
encoder, (c) knee torque transducer, (d) load drive, (e) power supply, (f)
control and power stage.
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Fig. 4.
Level walking knee biomechanical requirements expressed in
the hydraulic actuator force-speed plane (dashed) and the electric motor
torque-angular speed plane (solid). Unitary efficiency is considered. The
progression over the gait cycle is represented by the arrows.

choices lead to a transmission defined by the ratio

τ=

Dm
= 1.98 mm/rev
Ap

(4)

which, in ideal conditions, yields a direct relationship between the output force/speed and the input torque/angular
speed at the level of the electric motor:

τ=

Tmax
ωmax
=
SFmax
vmax

(5)

From (5), the maximum torque for the electric machine is
defined as
Tmax = τ SFmax = 0.76 Nm

(6)

For this purpose, a Maxon EC-i 40 brushless DC motor
was selected. Although the motor is able to yield 0.21 Nm
in continuous operation, transient bursts up to 2.86 Nm are
available for ten seconds, if required.
Figure 4 resumes the four quadrants biomechanical requirements of knee during level walking in two different
planes: the hydraulic cylinder force-speed one and the electric motor torque-angular speed one. The chart assumes
unitary efficiency and confirms how the knee during level
walking works mainly as brake-damper, since its force-speed
trajectory lays in the II and IV quadrants.
III. C ONTROL
The developed EHA was then used to implement a set of
different control strategies to demonstrate the validity of this
type of actuation for a powered knee prosthetic device.
The actuation was equipped with an analog encoder and a
torque transducer at the knee joint level to measure both the
knee angular position and its torque. Moreover, the electric

motor was equipped with digital Hall sensors to implement
a six-step current control. The developed strategies were
implemented on a Texas Instruments TMS28335 real-time
digital signal processing unit. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup.
We present two main strategies that are knee position
control and admittance control. These strategies are inspired
by Lawson et al. previous works that analyzed gait in powered lower limb prosthetic devices [18], [19]. They showed
that impedance-admittance-based controllers can enhance
gait coordination and natural walking, while decreasing the
number of control parameters.
Moreover, an additional subsection will describe a feedforward control law that aims at minimizing the effects of
friction.
A. Knee Position Control
Position control, or position tracking, consists in the
capability of a given plant/system to follow a specific trajectory. In the case of prosthetic and orthotic devices, these
trajectories are typically extracted from biomechanical data.
Position control is required for a correct implementation
of the admittance controller. Moreover, it is analyzed to
demonstrate the capability of the actuation to reproduce the
knee joint trajectories in different gait conditions. These are
fed to the position control loop reference θkre f as presented
in Figure 6.
The position control loop implements a parallel PI controller. Proportional and integral gains were tuned to guarantee most favorable reference tracking for the tested profiles.
The position control loop execution frequency was set to
fs = 2 kHz, i.e. one decade smaller than the current loop.
B. Admittance Control
Admittance and impedance controls are used in either
service or industrial robotics, particularly when there is the
need of interacting with the environment. For example, an
admittance controller establishes a desired dynamic behavior
(stiffness, damping, inertia) to the prosthetic device. This
type of control is mandatory for appropriate interaction of the
prosthesis with the user and the environment. The controller
compares the desired trajectory θk0 with the one computed
from the dynamic model. This yields the angular position

reference θkre f that feeds the position control. In turn, the
position loop sets the current reference ire f for the motor
control algorithm (see Figure 6).

Kf sign(ω)
ic
θk0

PI
Controller iref

θkref

(7)
θdyn

Tkm
θdyn =
βkdes s + kkdes

(9)

A discrete version of this transfer function was obtained
by means of Tustin’s approximation, which sets
s = 2 fs

1 − z−1
1 + z−1

(10)

Combining Eqs. 9 and 10 yields

θdyn =

(11)
Tkm (k) + Tkm (k−1)
−βkdes (2 fs ) + kkdes
θdyn (k) =
− θdyn (k − 1)
βkdes (2 fs ) + kkdes
βkdes (2 fs ) + kkdes
(12)
C. Feed-Forward Friction Compensation
Feed-forward control strategies are often implemented to
compensate the presence of disturbances in a control loop
system. Specifically, in the developed test rig EHA, the
hydraulic cylinder presented standard gasket seals with high
stiction and stick-slip effect. Gasket seals are also present on
the shaft of the gear pump to avoid oil leakages, thus further
worsening friction nonlinearity.
These features motivate the introduction of a feed-forward
compensation term ic to the reference signal that feeds the
electric machine current loop. This term attempts to compensate the disturbance d f introduced by the aforementioned
effects. The control scheme block diagram is then presented
in Fig. 6.
In literature several works investigated friction modeling
and its feed-forward compensation [24], [25]. In this work,
a simple strategy governed by Eq. (13) was implemented
ic = K f · sign θ̇k
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Fig. 6. High-level control strategy including: admittance control (outer
loop), position control (inner loop) and feed-forward friction compensation.

Knee Angle [°]

In this specific application, the EHA was configured to
simulate a visco-elastic system. Hence, we assumed Jkdes = 0
and analyzed the behavior of the actuator while varying the
desired stiffness kkdes and viscous damping βkdes .
1) Spring-Damper Behavior: A visco-elastic system can
be considered as a parallel combination of a spring and
damper. In such system, the required desired dynamics are
expressed by Eq. (9).

EHA Plant
(Motor Control)

θkm

Desired
Active
Dynamics

(8)

Knee Angle [°]

θkre f = θk0 + θdyn
Tkm
θdyn =
2
Jkdes s + βkdes s + kkdes

df

(13)

Equation (13) relates the compensation current ic to the
sign of the angular speed of the knee θ̇k by means of the
coefficient K f . This coefficient needs to be properly tuned in

Fig. 7.
Experimental position control with different knee trajectories:
level walking (top), step ascending (middle), step descending (bottom).
Continuous lines represent the reference signals while crosses the measured
values.

order to mitigate the friction as much as possible while also
avoiding the excessive injection of current.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Knee Position Control
The position control loop tests evaluated the capability of
the EHA to reproduce the following gait conditions: level
walking (LW), step ascending (SA) and step descending
(SD). The trajectories were extracted from [20] and they
constitute typical gait profiles. The obtained results are
presented in Figure 7.
The system is able to reproduce all the given trajectories
with acceptable tracking error. Specifically the root-meansquared errors between the reference trajectory and the obtained ones are, respectively: RMSELW = ±1.5◦ , RMSESA =
±2.8◦, RMSESD = ±3.4◦.
B. Visco-Elastic Admittance Control
The admittance control experiments aim at validating the
EHA capability of reproducing visco-elastic behavior. For
this purpose, two different set of tests were performed.
A first attempt demonstrates the ability of the system to
reproduce different elastic behaviors. The viscous damping
was kept constant and very low (βkdes = 6 · 10−4 Nms/rad)
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in order to enhance the stiffness characteristic. Then, four
different values of kkdes were applied. In a second set, tests
were performed by imposing four different damping values
βkdes , while keeping a relatively low stiffness value kkdes =
4.58 Nm/rad.
According to the control strategy presented in Fig. 6, a
nominal position θk0 = 0◦ was kept. Figures 8 and 9 present
the obtained results.
In particular, Fig. 8 shows that the system can reproduce
the desired stiffness target in all cases. However, although
a feed-forward compensation was implemented to mitigate
stiction and stick-slip effects, the presence of this phenomenon is still noticeable by the offset of the torque-angle
characteristics with respect to the vertical axis.
Figure 9 highlights the viscous behavior; it shows that an
increase in the damping value produces a larger hysteresis
behavior in the torque-angle plot. Also in this case, the feedforward friction compensation could not completely mitigate
the actuator stick-slip effect, which can be observed by the
increasing square shape of the torque-angle characteristic.
These results are in agreement with the expectations since
the developed EHA is sub-optimal, not only in terms of
integration, but also regarding performances (see Section IIIC). More favorable results are expected with an optimized
and integrated custom electro-hydrostatic actuator.
C. Efficiency Mapping
A test campaign was performed to measure the overall
transmission efficiency of the system, i.e. the ratio between
output mechanical power Pout and input electrical power Pin :
Pout
Tk · ωk
=
Pin
Vbus · Ibus

40

50

60

70

(14)

A position control loop has been implemented, while, by
means of an electric motor coupled to a harmonic drive, a
dynamic load was imposed to the EHA.
The experimental and simulated efficiency maps are presented in Fig. 10. The prototype presents maximum and av-

Fig. 9. Knee torque-angle behavior varying viscous damping: 0.06 Nms/rad
(dot), 0.6 Nms/rad (cross), 1.2 Nms/rad (circle), 1.7 Nms/rad (square).
Stiffness was kept constant: kkdes = 4.58 Nm/rad.
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Fig. 8. Knee torque-angle behavior varying stiffness: 2.29 Nm/rad (dot),
4.58 Nm/rad (cross), 9.17 Nm/rad (circle), 13.75 Nm/rad (square). Viscous
damping was kept constant: βkdes = 6 · 10−4 Nms/rad.
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Fig. 10. EHA transmission experimental efficiency. The tested torqueangular speed points at the load (dot) were numerically interpolated to
produce a color map.

erage efficiencies of 31.2% (at Tk = 15 Nm, ωk = 30 rpm) and
18.8%, respectively, within the tested torque-speed range.
The efficiency of an electro-mechanical actuation has been
computed to provide a direct comparison with the developed
EHA. This alternative system would combine the same
brushless motor with a harmonic drive targeting the same
ratio τavg . This system would lead to an efficiency (based on
datasheet information) of ηEM ≈ 27% in the same working
condition.
As previously indicated, the rig used in these tests is not
optimized both in terms of performance and size. However,
its peak efficiency is comparable but slightly higher than
state-of-the-art electro-mechanical systems designed with
classical approaches. Moreover, this does not represent a
definitive result, but a useful evaluation that highlights the
high potential of EHA solutions.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the analysis, design and experimental
evaluation of a test rig electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA)
for a powered knee prosthetic device. The design input
requirements came from biomechanical and anthropometric
data available in literature. Following this initial requirements
analysis phase, this work proposes an intuitive actuator
components’ selection: hydraulic cylinder, pump and electric
motor. The test rig was assembled using off-the-shelf components. Then, the work focused on control strategies for active
lower limb devices and their implementation. In particular,
the authors presented the design of a visco-elastic admittance
controller. Three different test sets have been performed.
The first one demonstrated the capability of the developed
EHA to precisely reproduce biomechanical knee trajectories
in three conditions: level walking, step ascending and step
descending. The second one analyzed the proposed admittance control strategy by imposing a visco-elastic dynamics
to the EHA. Different stiffness and damping values have
been imposed and experimentally validated. Finally, a last
test campaign focused in evaluating the actuator performance
in terms of actuation efficiency.
The prototype was assembled with non-optimized and
non-integrated off-the-shelf components that introduced
friction-related issues. Despite these drawbacks, the obtained
results represent a promising starting point for powered lower
limb prostheses. In fact, the developed EHA demonstrated to
be a more suitable solution compared to classical electromechanical actuation thanks to its competitive efficiency
performance and good controllability.
Further developments will involve the design of a fully
custom integrated and optimized EHA to overcome the
presented issues and to move from test rig analysis to onfiled validation.
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